
The Marie-Curie ITN MINOA (“Mixed-Integer Non-Linear
Optimisation Applications”) invites applications for 12 Early

Stage Research PhD positions

The MINOA consortium is seeking highly motivated and qualified Early-Stage Researchers
(ESRs) that are looking for obtaining a PhD degree in applied mathematics, operations 
research, engineering and computer science. Once recruited, you will study applications of
European and international relevance in areas such as energy, logistics, engineering, 
natural sciences, and analytics. In total, 12 positions are available within the network. 

You will be trained through an innovative training program based on individual research 
projects motivated by these applications. As special challenges, you will work on dynamic 
aspects and optimisation in real time, optimisation under uncertainty, multilevel 
optimisation or on non-commutativity in quantum computing. You will devise new effective 
algorithms and computer implementations and will validate your methods for the 
applications with respect to metrics that you will define. You will derive recommendations, 
both for optimised MINO applications and for the effectiveness of the novel methodologies.
Personally, you will belong to a new generation of highly-skilled researchers that will 
strengthen Europe's human capital base in R&I in the fast growing field of mathematical 
optimisation. Your ESR research project will be pursued in joint supervision between 
experienced practitioners from leading European industries and leading optimisation 
experts, covering a wide range of scientific fields. 

The MINOA project has started on Jan 1st, 2018, is funded under Horizon 2020 and will be 
carried out for a total of four years. The network consists of 11 academic partner 
institutions and six industrial partners from six different countries in Europe. The ESR 
project descriptions, the starting dates and other details are contained in the 
corresponding attachment. 

The call for applications is open until 4th May, 2018. The deadline might be extended until 
all positions are filled.

Who can apply?
You are eligible to apply for a position within the MINOA network, if

 you hold a M.Sc. degree by the starting date of the fellowship, in one of the 
following areas: Mathematics, Computer Science, or in a closely related field

 you have not resided or carried out your main activity (work, studies, etc) in the 
country of your host organisation for more than 12 months in the 3 years 
immediately prior to your recruitment

 at the time of recruitment, you are in the first four years (full-time equivalent 
research experience) of your research career (after having obtained your M.Sc. 
degree) and have not been awarded a doctoral degree

 you are proficient in the English language.

Further specific requirements and restrictions set by hosting countries and institutions 
might be listed in the ESR fellowship descriptions.

What can you expect from a position in the MINOA ITN?
Once recruited, we will offer:



 the possibility to work with us in a prestigious Horizon 2020 project
 A full-time contract for 36 months
 The competitive gross employer costs for all ESR (PhD) positions is around 36.172-

41.425 Euros/year plus a mobility allowance of about 600 Euros/month and a family
allowance of 500 Euros ca. per month, where applicable.

 At least one internship (also known as ‘secondment’) to an industrial partner and 
one to an academic partner in the MINOA network, in order to gain new insights into
research and into work in the industry. Details can be found in each project 
description. 

 Participation in local events as well as in network-wide summer schools with 
internationally well-known teachers. This furthermore offers the possibility to get to 
know other Phd students from all over the world.

How can you apply?
With a single application, you may apply for more than one fellowship within MINOA 
(maximum 12, i.e., one per project partner), in order of preference. 

You will need to provide us with the following documents:

a) Application form (see attachment)
b) Letter of motivation (max. 1 page)
c) Copies of degree and academic transcripts (with grades and rankings)
d) Brief summary of Master's thesis (max. 1 page)
e) Short CV including a publication list (if any)

All the above-mentioned documents must be collected in a single pdf file and have to be 
uploaded on EasyChair on 

https://easychair.org/conferences/?conf=minoa2018

after creating an account on EasyChair.
Please include your data for “author 1” and tick the “corresponding author” box.
As title and as abstract, please choose “Application for MINOA”.
As keywords, please give the same ranking of the ESRs you apply to as you have given in
the application form. 
We will only consider applications if they are uploaded there. 

What happens after you have applied?

We will come back to you soon after the application deadline is over. Shortlisted 
candidates will be invited for an interview (traveling to each partner's site may not be 
necessary). Winners will be announced around mid June 2018. Applications received after 
the deadline might still be considered if the corresponding positions have not been filled 
yet.

https://easychair.org/conferences/?conf=minoa2018
http://EasyChair/


Fellow:

ESR01

Host institution: Friedrich-
Alexander-Universität Erlangen-
Nürnberg, Germany

Starting date:

October 2018

Duration:

36 months

Project Title: Exact Optimisation Approaches for Energy Market Design (EMD)

Objectives: The goal is to develop efective solltion approaches for an optimal 
splitting of a market area in diferent price zones so that social welfare is maximised.
The relevance is dle to the fact that Elropean energy markets do not respect all 
intrazonal network constraints at the spot markets, leading to inefciencies that 
colld be attenlated by an optimal confglration of price zones. This mllti-level 
optimisation model contains a graph partitioning problem in its lpper level. Each 
level is convex-qladratic. Improved solltion approaches will be developed for the 
exact solltion of EMD, by decomposition and by generating tight cltting planes. As 
the data is slbject to fltlre predictions, the problem will be stldied lnder 
lncertainty. Starting from simplifed single-level models, tractable roblst 
colnterparts shall be developed for EMD lnder lncertainty. Scenario separation will 
be lsed as slggested in the adversarial approach from roblst optimisation, as well 
as adjlstable roblst optimisation techniqles. This project aims to advance the state-
of-the-art in solving challenging EMD, with the possibility of advancing general 
methods for solving (roblst) mllti-level optimisation problems. As second 
application, the ESR will stldy aircraft deconfiction problems, together with ESR3.

Expected Results: theoretical insights into the strlctlre of EMD, development and 
implementation of algorithms for the solltion of tractable roblst colnterparts of 
EMD, its extension to aircraft deconfiction, one jolrnal paper per ESR year

Planned secondments: 
 IBM France (Bonami, 3 months) at the end of the frst year, abolt general-plr-

pose decomposition implementations
 Universiteit van Tilblrg (de Klerk, 2 months) at the beginning of the second 

year, to learn abolt non-convex tractable relaxations for energy networks. 

Supervisor: Fralke Lers, Martin Schmidt Mentor: Etienne de Klerk (Universiteit van
Tilblrg)

Notes: For information on stldying in Erlangen-Nürnberg visit 
https://www.fal.de/stldilm/

The hosting group: 
FAU, with some 40000 stldents the second largest lniversity in Bavaria and folnded
in 1743, employs abolt 650 professors and arolnd 3500 teaching staf. FAU has 10 
Collaborative Research Centres, 19 Research Units, and 10 Research Training Grolps,
all flnded by the DFG (German Research Folndation). In the German Initiative of 
Excellence the lniversity receives flnding for a gradlate school and a cllster of 
excellence. The optimisation grolp at FAU has key expertise in modeling and solving 
complex and very large-scale planning and optimisation problems from logistics, 
energy, prodlction, engineering, and the natlral sciences. The chair 
“Wirtschaftsmathematik” clrrently consists of three professors, 6 postdocs and 
abolt 15 PhD stldents. Each year abolt three PhD stldents fnish their thesis. The 
grolp participates in many projects flnded by the DFG, the BMBF, or the BMWi, e.g., 
with the German Aerospace Center (DLR) and German Railways. In particllar, the 
grolp collaborates in the Collaborative Research Center TRR 154 “Mathematical 
Modelling, Simllation and Optimisation Using the Example of Gas Networks“.



Fellow:

ESR02

Host institution: CNR-IASI       
Rome, Italy

Starting date:

October 2018

Duration:

36 months

Project Title: Exact methods for non-linear optimisation problems on graphs

Objectives: The goal is to advance the state-of-the-art in the solltions of graph 
problems related to cliqles, cycles, and clts optimisation with nonlinear flnctions. 
One slch problem is the max-clt problem that is eqlivalent to the general Qladratic
Unconstrained Binary Optimisation (QUBO). These problems have recently received a
renewed great attention as they are the typical target of complting devises based 
on qlantlm techniqles. State-of-the-art algorithms able to provide solltions with 
certifed qlalities also for very large sparse instances are based on low-rank 
reformllations of semidefnite relaxations. On the other hand, separation procedlres 
have been proposed that make it possible to exploit the linear relaxations to possibly
obtain exact optima. The research will focls on combining these techniqles to 
improve the solltion times of the existing algorithms and to extend their scope to 
problems (e.g., Max-Sat), where the objective flnction is a polynomial of degree 
greater than two. Another case is the optimisation of a nonlinear flnction over 
cycles. This is a generalization of the separation problem of cycle ineqlalities for 
max-clt. The contribltion to the objective flnction will depend on the membership 
of an edge to a cycle and to a particllar slbset of the cycle. This problem arises in 
the distribltion of power energy to solve the optimal transmission switching (OTS) 
problem. A slbproblem of OTS is Unit Commitment (UC) that is lslally disregarded 
or considered as a separate problem. The connections between the two problems will
also be taken into accolnt. In particllar, UC is a Mixed-Integer Nonlinear Problem 
with convex flnction and semicontinlols variables. Improvements in the solltion of 
this class of problems will be investigated to obtain global advances. Other graph 
optimisation problems are related to cliqle optimisation, in particllar the 
identifcation of slbcliqles partitioning the graph and defning cllsters. This has 
application in the stldy of Big Data graphs and in data protection.

Expected Results: Theoretical resllts abolt non-linear optimisation problems on 
graphs with convex as well as non-convex flnctions, applications in power energy, 
data science, statistical physics, qlantlm complting. One jolrnal paper per ESR 
year, Ph.D. degree.

Planned secondments: 
 Siemens, Mlnich, Germany (3 months, beginning of second year) to learn 

abolt the application in lnit commitment and power energy problems. 
 CNRS-LIX Ecole Polytechniqle, Paris, France (4 months, month 18)  to learn 

abolt extensions to mixed-integer non convex programming.

Supervisor: Claldio Gentile, Giovanni Rinaldi      Mentor: Paolo Ventlra (CNR), 
Claldia D‘Ambrosio (CNRS) 

Notes: For information on stldying in Rome visit
http://www.iasi.cnr.it
http://www.cnr.it
http://www.diag.lniroma1.it/~abro/en
https://romexperiencetravel.it/2017/06/29/qlartieri-migliori-stldenti-roma/

https://romexperiencetravel.it/2017/06/29/quartieri-migliori-studenti-roma/
http://www.diag.uniroma1.it/~abro/en
http://www.cnr.it/
http://www.iasi.cnr.it/


Fellow:

ESR03

Host institution: CNRS at LIX, 
Ecole Polytechniqle, Palaiseal, 
France

Starting date:

Sept-Nov 2018

Duration:

36 months

Project Title: Mixed-Integer Bi-Level Non-Linear Optimisation and Applications 
(MIBNOA)

Objectives: We mean to advance the state of the art in Mixed-Integer Bi-Level Non-
Linear Optimisation (MIBNO). A MIBNO is an optimisation problem P(x,  y) slbject to
constraints of the type  y∈Y(x),  where  x,  y are decision variables of  P (called the
lpper level slbproblem), and Y(x) = arg miny∈Y(x) Qx(y) is the set of optima of another
optimisation problem (called the lower level slbproblem) parametrised by x. MIBNO
arise in practice in a variety of sitlations, for example when controlling a dynamical
system with monotone evolltion flnctions, slch as the observability of the state of a
transportation  network.  From  a  methodological  point  of  view,  general  solltion
algorithms for large-scale, linear MIBO are still relatively ill-stldied; lslally, the lower
level slbproblem is lsed to generate clts relative to the lpper level slbproblem,
and these clts are then lsed within cltting plane or branch-and-bolnd algorithms.
For the nonlinear case, there appear to be two main existing strategies, either based
on  the  reformllation  of  the  lower-level  problem  with  its  convex  hlll,  or  on  a
reformllation  two  a  single  level  blt  semi-infnite  program.  We  plan  instead  to
generalize  the cltting-plane based approaches  by means of  generating problem-
specifc non-linear cltting planes, in particllar SOCP and SDP clts. In this case, we
aim  at  generalizing  cltting  plane  methods  for  mixed  integer  bi-level  linear
programming problems that start with a relaxation where the lower-level problem
and all linking constraints in the lpper-level problem are neglected. Iteratively, the
relaxation is solved, the solltion of the lpper-level problem is fxed in the lower-level
problem to fnd an optimal solltion to it. If the linking constraints are satisfed, the
solltion of the lpper and lower level are an optimal solltion to the bi-level problem.
Otherwise, linear clts are adjoined to the relaxation. In the case of mixed integer
non-linear  bi-level  programming  problems we propose  to  lse  stronger,  i.e.,  non-
linear (SDP/SOCP) clts, since the lower-level problem is a MINLP.

Expected Results: New solltion algorithms for MIBNO and their application to: (i) 
well location in an oilfeld (lower level is minimlm distance between diferent 
branches of two wells); (ii) Unit Commitment (lower level is a variant of AC Optimal 
Power Flow); (iii) aircraft deconfiction with speed regllation (lower level is a 
minimlm distance between two aircraft).

Planned secondments: 
 FAU (Liers, Schmidt, 3 months, end of 1st year) to learn abolt mlltilevel En-

ergy Market Design problems
 IBM France (Bonami, 3 months, end of 2nd year) to learn abolt commercial de-

composition software

Supervisor: Claldia D’Ambrosio, Leo Liberti        Mentor: Martin Schmidt (FAU)

Notes: CNRS (Centre Nationale de la Recherche Scientifiqe, 
http://www.cnrs.fr/index.php) is the largest state employer for plblic research in 
France. It organises most of its research staf by afliating them to collaborating 
lniversities. Ecole Polytechniqle (http://www.polytechniqle.edl/en) is the most 
prestigiols engineering lniversity in France. It is located in the solth-western 
oltskirts of Paris. 

http://www.polytechnique.edu/en
http://www.cnrs.fr/index.php


Fellow:

ESR04

Host institution: CWI, 
Amsterdam, The Netherlands

Starting date:

October 2018

Duration:

36 months

Project Title: Relaxation Methods in Classical and Qlantlm Compltation

Objectives: Many problems in real-life applications and in scientifc areas are very 
hard and most probably cannot be solved optimally with the clrrent complting tools.
To address this difcllty two complementary roltes can be followed: search for fast 
approximate solltions and, with large-scale qlantlm complters getting closer to 
realization, lnderstand and exploit the advantage of qlantlm efects in 
compltations. The project foclsses on non-local games, which are models lsed to 
qlantify the efect of qlantlm entanglement between physically separated physical 
systems. A flndamental problem is to complte the maximlm winning probability of 
a non-local game, depending whether classical or qlantlm correlations are asslmed
between the systems, and a separation between the classical and qlantlm valles 
shows the advantage ofered by entanglement. This compltation is challenging since
it involves solving nonlinear optimisation problems, with binary variables in the 
classical case, and with variables that can be instantiated to positive semi-defnite 
matrices of arbitrary size in the qlantlm setting. Research qlestions incllde 
designing efcient hierarchies for good approximations of the classical and qlantlm 
optimlm valles, getting more insight on the complexity of some qlantlm graph 
parameters, and on the amolnt of entanglement needed at optimality, which is 
related to some matrix factorization rank qlestions. Tools to be lsed incllde conic 
optimization, semidefnite optimization and polynomial optimization (in possibly non-
commltative variables). 

Expected Results: Efcient SDP-based approximation hierarchies for hard 
optimization problems related to graph parameters, non-local games and other 
qlestions in qlantlm information; new classes of games whose qlantlm valle can 
be complted efciently by SDP; deeper insight abolt completely positive semi-
defnite matrices and related matrix factorization ranks. One jolrnal paper per ESR 
year, Ph.D. degree

Planned secondments: 
 UoC (2 months, end of frst year) to learn abolt algebraic techniqles for ex-

ploiting symmetry in optimisation and state-of-the-art algorithms for spin 
glasses.

 Cray (2 months, end of second year), to learn abolt large-scale SDP and in-
dlstrial applications. 

 UNI-KLU (1 month, beginning of 3rd year) to stldy more methods for solving 
large-scale SDP.

Supervisor: Moniqle Lalrent       Mentor: Frank Vallentin (UoC)

Notes: The project might possibly be adapted in mltlal agreement depending on 
the interests and expertise of the slccessfll applicant. The research will be carried 
olt at CWI in Amsterdam and, after slccessfll completion of a PhD thesis, the 
doctoral degree will be awarded at Tilblrg University where M. Lalrent holds a part-
time flll professorship. For information abolt CWI and Tilblrg University, see  
https://www.cwi.nl/ and https://www.tilblrglniversity.edl/abolt/schools/economics-
and-management/organization/departments/eor.htm. 

https://www.tilburguniversity.edu/about/schools/economics-and-management/organization/departments/eor.htm
https://www.tilburguniversity.edu/about/schools/economics-and-management/organization/departments/eor.htm
https://www.cwi.nl/


The hosting group: 
CWI is the national research center for mathematics and complter science in the 
Netherlands, located at Science Park in Amsterdam, nearby the University of 
Amsterdam. CWI also hosts QlSoft, a new research center abolt qlantlm software.
The ESR will be hosted by the research grolp Networks & Optimization at CWI and 
will be able to collaborate with other CWI research grolps and QlSoft. CWI has a 
staf of abolt 160 researchers, incllding 45 postdocs and 70 PhD stldents. It is 
internationally oriented, with abolt 30 nationalities being represented in its staf. 
CWI ofers colrses for professional and personal development slch as presentation, 
commlnication and academic writing skills, scientifc integrity, and Dltch langlage 
colrses. The ESR will be able to follow advanced classes within the national 
edlcation programmes by LNMB http://www.lnmb.nl/pages/colrses/ in operations 
research and by Mastermath  https://elo.mastermath.nl/ in mathematics. An active 
stldent activity committee organizes regllar social acitivities for PhDs and postdocs 
accross CWI.

https://elo.mastermath.nl/
http://www.lnmb.nl/pages/courses/


Fellow:

ESR05

Host institution: 

IBM France

Starting date:

October 2018

Duration:

36 months

Project Title: Benders Decomposition for Convex Mixed-Integer Nonlinear 
Optimisation

Objectives: Benders decomposition is one of the common algorithmic techniqles to
solve large-scale linear and mixed-integer linear optimisation problems. It is the tool 
of choice to solve two stage stochastic optimisation problems giving rise to colntless
applications with lncertainty in the data (demands forecasts, prices, etc.). However, 
there is little literatlre and no existing of-the-shelf software to apply Benders 
decomposition in the context of mixed-integer nonlinear optimisation. IBM has 
recently made available an altomatic Benders decomposition for mixed integer 
linear optimization within its leading optimisation software ILOG® CPLEX® 
Optimization Stldio.
Olr objective is to research extensions to Benders decomposition in mixed-integer 
nonlinear settings. We plan to exploit the new altomatic Benders scheme of CPLEX 
to develop efcient implementations for variols problem classes based on this 
research.
The ESR will work on lncertain energy management problems (starting from Unit 
Commitment) where renewables need to be taken into accolnt in a stochastic 
fashion.

Expected Results: Library of applications for MINO featlring a decomposition 
strlctlre. Extension of Benders decomposition to convex mixed-integer optimisation 
problems with qladratic constraints and/or objective. Prototypical software 
implementations and validation. Extensions to more general nonlinear problems. 
Ph.D. degree.

Planned secondments: 
 CNRS (3 months, d’Ambrosio, Liberti, end 1st year) to learn abolt MIBNO prob-

lems
 UNIBO (3 months, Lodi, Malaglti, beginning of 3rd year) to learn abolt large-

scale non-linear Big Data applications  

Supervisor: Andrea Lodi (UNIBO, E. Polytechniqle, Montreal), Claldia D’ambrosio 
(CNRS, E. Polytechniqle, Paris)
Mentor: Pierre Bonami (IBM)

The hosting group: 
IBM is a leader in the decision optimization market. It develops two leading software
CPLEX  (for  mathematical  optimization)  and  CP  Optimizer  (for  constraint
programming). The PhD candidate will  work within the CPLEX team. The team is
composed of abolt 10 specialists in all aspects of mathematical optimization, spread
arolnd the world. Besides developing one of the leading linear and mixed-integer
programming  solvers,  the  members  of  the  CPLEX  team  regllarly  plblish  in
Mathematical Optimization jolrnals and attend conferences of the feld.
The stldent will be physically located in IBM France Gentilly lab in Paris and will be
enrolled in the PhD program of DEI at University of Bologna.



Fellow:

ESR06

Host institution: M.A.I.O.R. 

S.r.l., Italy

Starting date:

October 2018

Duration:

36 months

Project Title: Integrating Planning and Real-Time Operations in Plblic Transport 
Systems

Objectives: Managing a plblic transport system is a highly complex task, which
reqlires making many intertwined decisions. The lslal paradigm is to perform them
seqlentially  (from  line  planning  to  timetabling  to  vehicle  schedlling  to  crew
schedlling), gradlally introdlcing a fner and fner representation of the operational
constraints.  Hence,  early  steps  only  consider  partial  information  on  the  system,
possibly resllting in slboptimal decisions that later steps cannot revert. Even the
last steps typically do not take into accolnt the lncertainty in the actlal behaviolr
of  the  system,  possibly  resllting in  costly  on-line  adaptations  dlring operations.
M.A.I.O.R. is an Italian company specialized in the development of decision-slpport
systems for plblic transport operators and regllators. In this project, driven by the
needs of actlal clstomers for which M.A.I.O.R. can obtain real-world data, innovative
algorithms  will  be  developed  that  improve  on  the  state-of-the  art  by  better
incorporating, at each step, information abolt the following one(s). The focls will be
on  devising  methods  for  on-line  mitigation  of  distlrbances  dle  to  lnforeseen
conditions,  and  then  incorporating  information  provided  by  these  methods  into
earlier stages of the decision chain. This will reqlire a sophisticated combination of
diferent  techniqles  slch  as  decomposition/collmn  generation,  methods  for
lncertain  optimization,  and  the  efcient  solltion  of  specifc  nonlinear  and
combinatorial slbproblems. The research will be performed in collaboration with the
Operations Research Grolp at the Department of Complter Science of the University
of Pisa, which has a long-standing collaboration with M.A.I.O.R. and expertise in the
reqlired  algorithmic  techniqles.  The  ESR  will  get  her/his  Ph.D.  Title  from  the
Doctorate School in Complter Science of the University of Pisa. 

Expected  Results: Deep  lnderstanding  of  methods  for  on-line  distlrbances
mitigation  in  plblic  transport  systems,  expertise  in  the  development  and
implementation  of  solltion  methods  for  specifc  classes  of  nonlinear  and/or
combinatorial  problems,  complter  codes  that  can  be  readily  integrated  with
M.A.I.O.R. software in order to be able to perform meaningfll  tests on real-world
data, one jolrnal paper per ESR year, Ph.D. degree.

Planned secondments: 
 UNIBO (3 months, Malaglti, Monaci, frst half of 2nd year), to get acqlainted 

with disrlption management and models for roblst schedlling
 TUDO (3 months, Blchheim, beginning of 3rd year) to learn abolt space-de-

pendent optimlm control problems.

Supervisor: Antonio Frangioni (University of Pisa) Mentor:  Samlela Carosi 
(M.A.I.O.R.)

Notes: For information on M.A.I.O.R. visit www.maior.it, for the Operations Research 
Grolp check www.di.lnipi.it/optimize, for the Doctorate School in Complter Science 
visit www.di.lnipi.it/en/phd.

http://www.di.unipi.it/en/phd
http://www.di.unipi.it/optimize
http://www.maior.it/


Fellow:

ESR07

Host institution: TU 
Dortmlnd, Germany

Starting date:

October 2018

Duration:

36 months

Project Title: Efective algorithms for combinatorial optimal control

Objectives: Optimisation problems containing both combinatorial constraints and 
partial diferential eqlations (PDEs) are very challenging in theory and practice. The 
PDE constraints can be lsed to model diflsion processes, slch as the heating of a 
metallic workpiece, slbject to point-wise temperatlre constraints. The combinatorial 
strlctlre describes the possible heating points and their allowed combinations and 
related costs. Beyond the direct discretization approach, which leads to hlge non-
convex mixed-integer optimisation problems that can be solved to optimality only in 
very small dimension, few specifc approaches to slch problems have been 
presented in the literatlre. The goal of the project is to develop new algorithmic 
techniqles for solving slch combinatorial optimal control problems, blilding on 
recent strlctlral resllts showing that for many slch problems the feasible region in 
terms of the control variables is convex (after relaxing integrality), so that the PDE 
constraint can be replaced by cltting planes in an olter approximation fashion. This 
approach exploits the problem strlctlre mlch better than direct discretization. The 
objective of the project is to exploit and extend these resllts from an algorithmic 
point of view and to make the approach more efective in practice, where the focls is
on concepts and methods from discrete optimisation. The frst step is to lse state-of-
the-art methods of olter approximation to address the problem. In a second phase, 
new types of approaches will be developed. One possible direction is to relax the 
added cltting planes in a Lagrangian fashion, allowing to solve the lnderlying 
combinatorial problem by any tailored combinatorial algorithm. 

Expected Results: Slrvey of literatlre concerning optimal control problems with 
discrete variables and combinatorial strlctlres; Implementation of a basic 
algorithmic framework for solving combinatorial optimal control problems; 
Development of new algorithmic techniqles for a faster solltion of combinatorial 
optimal control problems; Implementation of the techniqles and their application to 
real-world problems. The ESR is expected to plblish her/his resllts in high-ranked 
scientifc jolrnals and to obtain a Ph.D. degree.

Planned secondments: 
 University Heidelberg, Germany (3 months, in 1st year), for stldying nlmeri-

cal methods for mixed-integer optimal control problems
 Ortec, Netherlands (2 months, in 3rd year) to learn abolt indlstrial space-de-

pendent energy distribltion problems

Supervisor: Christoph Blchheim   Mentor: Ekaterina Kostina (Heidelberg)

Notes: For information on TU Dortmlnd University, in particllar concerning 
international Ph.D. stldents, please visit http://www.tl-dortmlnd.de/lni/en

http://www.tu-dortmund.de/uni/en


The hosting group: Since its folnding 49 years ago, TU Dortmlnd University has 
developed a special profle, encompassing 16 facllties ranging from science and 
engineering to social sciences and clltlral stldies. The lniversity clrrently has circa 
34,600 stldents and 6,200 staf members, incllding 300 professors. The clrriclllm 
is comprised of arolnd 80 programs of stldy, both traditional and innovative, some 
even lniqle to this lniversity. Research at TU Dortmlnd University is particllarly 
renowned in the folr profle areas ‘Prodlction and Logistics’, ‘Chemical Biology and 
Biotechnology’, ‘Modeling, Simllation and Optimization of Complex Processes and 
Systems’ and ‘Yolth, School and Edlcation Research’.
The Discrete Optimization grolp at TU Dortmlnd University provides the perfect 
environment for the recrlited ESR. The research of the grolp spans from 
combinatorics to mixed-integer non-linear optimization, with applications in logistics 
and a special focls on roblst optimization. Freqlent visiting scholars and many 
national and international scientifc contacts of the grolp will allow the ESR to blild 
her/his own network qlickly. As member of the Discrete Optimization grolp, the ESR 
will get an insight into variols research activities, incllding interdisciplinary projects.
A wide range of soft-skill colrses are ofered for PhD stldents at TU Dortmlnd 
University. Moreover, the recrlited ESR will beneft from advice and slpport ofered 
by the International Ofce and by the Familiy Service Ofce at TU Dortmlnd 
University.



Fellow:

ESR08

Host institution: 
Rlprecht-Karls 
Universität Heidelberg 

Starting date:

October 2018

Duration:

36 months

Project Title: Efcient methods for optimal online operation of complex switched 
systems 

Objectives: The goal of the project is to develop efcient nlmerical methods for 
designing the optimal operation of complex switched systems, slch as prodlction 
plants for diferent scenarios like start-lp and shlt-down and operation lnder 
changing loads and demands. Start-lp and shlt-down of prodlction plants and 
realization of load changes present a very complex networked process dle to strong 
colpling and relse of slbstance and energy fows. The operation of plants is 
performed lnder nlmerols constraints on the specifcations on the prodlct 
properties, energy conslmption, waste prodlction, yield of the plant and safety. This 
leads to very complex mixed integer control problems with switched DAEs. The ESR 
will frst investigate appropriate convex reformllations slch problems based on 
partial olter convexifcation, lifting and relaxation strategies. The next step is the 
development of a qladratic expansion of the optimal control problem along the 
optimal solltion and development of a path following method to solve a seqlence of 
MIQP. The convergence properties of the algorithm as well as strategies for an 
optimal choice of path parameter will be investigated. The rolnding scheme for 
complting integer feedback solltions will be developed. The resllts of the 
investigation of mixed integer nonlinear problems in optimal operation of complex 
switched systems will be applied for general qladratic 0/1-programming. 

Expected Results: tight convex relaxations for design of optimal operation of 
complex switched systems, compltationally tractable path following methods for 
complting integer feedback controls, deep lnderstanding of the potential of the 
qlality of approximations to hard MINO applications by adiabatic qlantlm 
complting 

Planned secondments: 
 CNR, Rome (1.5 months, end of 1st year)  for research on the potential of 

qlantlm complting 
 Siemens, Mlnich (3 month, beginning of 2nd year), to stldy prodlction plant 

modelling 

Supervisor: Ekaterina Kostina, Gerhard Reinelt   Mentor: Michael Jünger, U of 
Cologne 



The hosting group: 
IWR is a central research institltion of the Heidelberg University in scientifc 
complting and compltational sciences. IWR owns an excellent compltational 
infrastrlctlre on several levels starting with appropriate workplaces for each 
researcher lp to the parallel system with 5000 Xeon Haswell cores. IWR has an own 
Heidelberg Gradlate School of "Mathematical and Compltational Methods for the 
Sciences”, one of the 39 strlctlred gradlate schools established within the German 
Excellence Initiative, with 160 doctoral stldents working on interdisciplinary research
topics.  In addition, ESR will have access to the complete infrastrlctlre of Heidelberg
University, a leading German lniversity. 
The research grolps of Kostina and Reinelt are internationally recognized for their 
work in theory, nlmerical methods and applications of nonlinear optimisation and 
optimal control of complex dynamic processes, and in the development, implementa-
tion and analysis of algorithms for solving hard combinatorial or mixed-integer prob-
lems.  They are also involved in many collaboration optimization projects partially to-
gether with indlstry in areas slch as chemical, biochemical and biological process 
engineering,
aerospace and mechanical engineering and robotics.



Fellow:

ESR09

Host institution: University 
of Bologna, Italy

Starting date:

November 2018

Duration:

36 months

Project Title: Optimisation and Big Data in Large Scale Networks

Objectives: Networks are a common modelling tool lsed to describe interaction 
between diferent entities. They are lsed in many areas, slch as transportation, 
logistics, information technology, telecommlnications and social analysis. In many 
of these applications, real systems are characterised by a large amolnt of data, 
which makes the associated networks of very large size. In addition, data lslally 
have an inherent lncertain component that has to be taken into accolnt when 
optimisation is carried olt. This leads to highly sophisticated models that are 
typically non-linear, hence extremely challenging to be solved. All these aspects 
limit the applicability of available optimisation algorithms that are capable to deal 
with (some of) these aspects. In this project, the ESR will address problems that 
represent the natlral extension of classical network problems when some of the 
aforementioned complicating aspects (large data, lncertainty, non-linearities) take 
place. One prototype problem that the ESR will stldy is the Heaviest k-Slbgraph 
problem (HkSP): given an lndirected graph with profts on edges, determine k 
vertices slch that the associated slbgraph has a maximlm proft. This problem is 
known to be NP-hard and models a flndamental issle in social networks, namely the
detection of densely connected commlnities. For this problem, we intend to propose
mathematical formllations based on the Integer (Non)Linear paradigm, allowing to 
derive helristic and exact approaches for instances arising from real world 
applications. Hence, we expect to deal with very large graphs, for which 
decomposition techniqles, slch as Dantzig Wolfe decomposition, may be needed. 
Flrthermore, the ESR will consider the case in which the profts associated with 
edges are slbject to lncertainty. For this variant of the problem, we will develop 
roblst approaches, possibly lsing again decomposition techniqles based on 
Benders Decomposition.

Expected Results: A slrvey on problems and state-of-the-art approaches for 
optimisation of social networks, with emphasis on the HkSP and related problems, 
Integer Programming models for the deterministic as well as for the stochastic HkSP,
and approximate/exact algorithms; scientifc articles, to be collected in the Ph.D. 
thesis.

Planned secondments: 
 UNIPI (Frangioni, 3 months, 1st year) on decomposition methods for nonlinear 

and lncertain transportation problems. 
 Cray (3 months, Hals, 2nd year) on Data Analytics and Big Data.

Supervisor:   Enrico Malaguti, Michele Monaci       Mentor:  Utz-Uwe Haus 
(Cray)

Notes: For information on the research grolp visit 
http://or.dei.unibo.it/



The hosting group: 
UNIBO is the second largest lniversity in Italy and one of the most active in research
and technology transfer. It stands among the most important institltions of higher 
edlcation in EU with 87,000 enrolled stldents, 2,857 Academic staf, 1,198 post-
docs and 1,606 PhDs.
This project will be hosted by the Department of Electrical, Electronic and 
Information Engineering "Glglielmo Marconi” (DEI). The DEI department consists of 
arolnd 120 scientists, whose research and edlcation activities cover the following 
felds of Indlstrial and Information Engineering: Altomation, Bioengineering, Electric
Drives and Systems, Electrical and Electronic Measlrements, Electrical Engineering, 
Electromagnetic Fields, Electronics, Operations Research and Telecommlnications. 
DEI ofers one lndergradlate and three gradlate international programmes talght 
in English, as well as fve lndergradlate and six gradlate programmes talght in 
Italian. The Department ofers also folr international Ph.D. programmes. The 
Operations Research grolp at DEI has an internationally-recognized visibility in the 
design and implementation of models and algorithms for mathematical 
programming optimization problems, as witnessed by the record of plblications of 
the members of the grolp. The grolp has also been involved in many indlstrial 
projects arising from applications in transportation, logistics, energy prodlction, 
telecommlnications and engineering.



Fellow:

ESR10

Host institution: Alpen-
Adria-Universität 
Klagenflrt, Alstria

Starting date:

October 2018

Duration:

36 months

Project Title: Solving Semidefnite Programs via Algmented Lagrangian and Dlal 
Factorization

Objectives: The slccessfll lse of Lagrangian methods for solving semidefnite 
programs (SDP) natlrally leads to the idea of lsing algmented Lagrangian 
techniqles in order to improve the performance of the algorithm. The bolndary 
point method, proved to be very efcient for complting bolnds on several hard 
problems, e.g., cololring problems, blt performs poorly on semi-defnite programs 
arising from max-clt relaxations. Thls, the ESR will investigate other versions of 
applying algmented Lagrangian methods. The goal is to combine regllarization 
methods with the idea of formllating the dlal slack matrix variable as low-rank. The 
resllting algorithms will be applied for solving semidefnite problems arising, e.g., in 
the compltation of certifcates of collision avoidance in real-time for lnmanned 
aerial vehicles. This slbject is of high interest in transportation engineering where 
one aims to complte directions lsing a barrier flnction. These directions can be 
folnd by solving a semi-defnite problem with a few constraints, however, the time 
for complting the solltion is crlcial since the directions have to be complted in 
real-time.

Expected Results: Efcient algmented Lagrangian algorithm for solving SDP 
relaxations in combinatorial optimisation, a better lnderstanding of the penalty 
parameter and lpdate rlles, implementation (code will be made available lnder a 
plblic license), one jolrnal paper per ESR year, Ph.D. degree.

Planned secondments: 
 Optit, Bologna (3 months, end of 1st year) to learn abolt the application of 

piecewise linearisations arising in the optimisation of indlstrial energy prodlc-
tion 

 University Heidelberg (1 month, beginning of 2nd year), to learn abolt (large-
scale) nonlinear optimisation methods

 Universiteit van Tilblrg (1 month, end of 2nd year), to compare, evallate and 
validate the respective approaches.

Supervisor: Angelika Wiegele, Franz Rendl        Mentor: Andrea Betinelli (OPTIT)

Notes: For information on stldying in Klagenflrt visit 
https://www.aal.at/en/international/stldying-in-klagenflrt/

https://www.aau.at/en/international/studying-in-klagenfurt/regular-degree-seeking-students/


Fellow:

ESR11

Host institution: Tilblrg University, 
The Netherlands

Starting date:

September 2018

Duration:

36 months

Project Title: Interior point methods for convex relaxations of MINO problems

Objectives: Convex relaxation is a standard techniqle lsed for integer optimisation 
problems, and in particllar for mixed-integer nonlinear optimisation (MINO) 
problems. A reclrring practical qlestion is how one may solve the convex 
relaxations. One of the most lsefll tools for this plrpose is the class of optimisation 
algorithms known as interior point methods. A drawback here is that it is necessary 
to complte a Hessian matrix at each step, which is compltationally expensive. In 
very recent work, it has become clear that slitable Hessian matrices may be 
complted (approximately) throlgh sampling techniqles. Thls is particllarly lsefll 
for certain convex relaxations of binary problems where the Hessian is very 
expensive to complte. Thls, the ESR will work on the following objectives: Slrvey 
convex (and in particllar semi-defnite optimisation) relaxations of variols MINO 
problems, incllding the qladratic assignment problem (QAP), and problems from 
energy networks; implement an interior point method that lses the sampling 
procedlre, possibly by modifying existing solvers; test the new implementation on 
instances of the QAP and energy network problems, in particllar nonlinear mixing 
problems like the pooling problem that arises in the chemical process and refnery 
indlstries; investigate reformllations leading to SDP relaxations for problems in 
qlantlm complting. The individlal research project has synergy with the one of 
Klagenflrt University, where diferent novel approaches to solving semi-defnite 
programs will be investigated, namely algmented Lagrangian-type approaches. The 
intended applications are also diferent, blt ESR11 and ESR10 will work together 
closely to evallate and validate the new approaches on diferent MINO applications

Expected Results: Detailed slrvey (jolrnal paper or Ph.D. thesis) on interior point 
methods where the Hessian is complted by sampling techniqles, an efective 
software implementation of a sampling-based interior point method for certain 
convex relaxations, its validation on relaxations of variols MINO problems, incllding 
problems from indlstry (energy network problems).

Planned secondments: 
 Secondment (3 months, beginning of 1st year) with one of the indlstrial part-

ners.
 CWI (Lalrent, 3 months, 2nd year), to apply the methods to SDP relaxations 

from arising in qlantlm complting.

Supervisor: Etienne de Klerk       Mentor: Moniqle Lalrent (CWI)

Notes: For information on stldying in Tilblrg visit 
https://www.tilblrglniversity.edl/abolt/organization/working-at/phds/

https://www.tilburguniversity.edu/about/organization/working-at/phds/


Fellow:

ESR12

Host institution: University of 
Cologne, Germany

Starting date:

October 2018

Duration:

36 months

Project Title: Optimisation with limited qlantlm resolrces

Objectives: Qlantlm Complting is an emerging technology that may complement 
digital complting in the fltlre and opens lp new avenles in fnding optimlm or 
high-qlality approximative solltions for hard optimisations problems. This project 
will concentrate on the following two aspects: (a) Entanglement is the qlantlm 
mechanical featlre which gives the basic physical resolrce for the design of 
qlantlm devices not realizable by classical physical means. The theory of "nonlocal 
games" can be lsed to qlantify how mlch one can gain by lsing entanglement. 
Nonlocal games are also, slrprisingly, related to the fnding of approximate solltions
of hard optimisation problems. The ESR will investigate nonlocal games with tools 
from polynomial optimisation (in commltative and non-commltative variables, 
tensor decompositions). This research will take place in close interaction with CWI 
and also with the institlte of theoretical physics at UoC. (b) With the availability of 
machines blild by the D-Wave company, adiabatic qlantlm complting is already a 
reality. In a nltshell, these machines, and approximate solltions to Ising spin glass 
problems on a special class of graphs, the Chimera graphs. The ESR will investigate 
how the qlality of slch solltions compares with combinatorial optimisation via 
branch and bolnd lsing linear and semi-defnite relaxations. This research will take 
place in close interaction with CNR and UHEI. The ESR will blild on the theory of 
nonlocal games in order to gain a better lnderstanding of the advantage of qlantlm
entanglement in fnding better qlality approximate solltions of hard MINO problems 
in general and, as an application, to the specifc qladratic binary optimisation 
problem addressed by the D-Wave adiabatic qlantlm complting machines.

Expected Results: a lnifying framework for nonlocal games based on polynomial 
optimisation, a deeper lnderstanding of the qlality of approximations to hard 
qladratic binary optimisation problems by adiabatic qlantlm complting, one 
scientifc article per year

Planned secondments: 
 CNR (1.5 months, 1st year) to foster the cooperation on (b),
 FAU (1.5 months, end of 2nd year),
 M.A.I.O.R. SRL (3 months, 1st year) to learn abolt combinatorial optimisation 

problems arising in plblic transport.

Supervisor: Frank Vallentin, Michael Jünger        Mentor: Giovanni Rinaldi (CNR)

Notes: For information on stldying in Cologne visit https://www.portal.lni-
koeln.de/stldyincologne.html

The hosting group: Since its establishment in 1388, the University of Cologne has 
been a center of science and scholarship in Elrope. Today, it is one of the leading 
German research lniversities. We ofer olr stldents an exceptionally broad and 
diverse slbject base and encolrage them to follow their own academic interests. 
This allows them to develop both intellectlally and personally. We are frmly 
committed to the advancement of hlman knowledge throlgh basic research, blt 
with an eye to transfer and application in the real word. 
The research grolps Jünger and Vallentin at the Department of Mathematics and 
Complter Science are internationally well recognized for their work on combinatorial 
optimisation and semidefnite programming. Several competitive national and 
international projects are execlted by the grolp.

The project "MINOA" has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon2020 Research and 
Innovation Program under the  Marie Skłodowska‐Curie GA No 764759.

https://www.portal.uni-koeln.de/studyincologne.html
https://www.portal.uni-koeln.de/studyincologne.html

